
We’re Back where Adam was at Creation

Jesus never came to start a new religion, but to bring us back into Father’s family and to reintroduce the
Kingdom back onto Earth. This is the same Kingdom that was in operation at Creation, but which was
removed when Adam gave away his vice-regency to Satan, which precipitated The Fall. We are back
where Adam was, but not in the garden east of Eden and not in a perfect environment as he was. 

The Fall has been cancelled, but it’s effects are waiting for the sons of God to manifest themselves, when
they are all modelled after Jesus our prototype. Unfortunately, religion high-jacked God’s plans in this
matter so almost nothing has been done to restore creation since the middle of the 1st century.

“That’s not biblical!” I hear some saying. True, it’s not a straightforward teaching found in the Bible. It’s
there, but religious teaching has hidden it. The reason I can talk freely about it is that this message is
being delivered to those with a mind to receive it in the form of prophetic revelations and downloads all
over the world. The only way a person can find out about it is to read prophetic articles that are not
normally recommended by church leaders. That’s because the theology we imbibe veils us from receiving
what’s happening in this New Era1 of the Kingdom.

For example, here’s what I was given in my prophetic journal about this in 2013:

“It is right that you want to see a complete restoration of your body to the body of Adam. No one else
is thinking this way at present, but I will raise up others and spread the message across the land –
across the globe. The Sons of God (My Father) must manifest themselves before I return. They must
rise up in all the power and authority that I have for them. This includes operating in a mind that is
controlled by me. A body that is also controlled by me.” 2

It doesn’t seem that this is a reality because the world is still in darkness, and “getting worse”. The reason
for  this  is  that,  unlike  Adam in  the  garden,  the  world  around us  is  still  ‘fallen’.  It  can’t  be  ‘fixed’
(restored) until the sons of God manifest themselves en masse and the Restoration of All Things can be
put  into action.3 This is  our destiny,  but there’s too many of us caught up in  religion and unable to
manifest  as  sons  are  needed  to  for  anything  to  happen.  The  remainder  of  us  are  undergoing
transformation, but it will be quite some time before things start to be obvious that we are different to
everyone else around us.

I will present more teaching on this as I am given the content in the future. This will be delayed until
more be able to receive the details in their spirit.
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1 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/MESSAGE-A-New-Era-in-the-Kingdom-21-11-2018.pdf 
2 – 6-8-2013
3 – Romans 8:19; Acts 3:21
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